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Myanmar Investments invests into the Tourism sector

Myanmar Investments International Limited [AIM: MIL] (“MIL”), the AIM-quoted, Myanmar focused
investment company, today announced that it has entered into a joint venture with two leading
Myanmar tourism entrepreneurs, U Thet Lwin Toh and Daw Lwin Lwin Kyaw (the “Myanmar
Partners”).
The tourism sector in Myanmar is experiencing rapid growth with the number of arrivals having
increased at a compound average growth rate of 24% between 2010 to 2016, with tourist arrivals
and tourist expenditure in 2016 reaching 2.9 million and US$2.2 billion respectively. This expenditure
is forecast to grow to US$4.5 billion by 2027. As such, tourism is of significant importance to Myanmar
as a key export sector bringing in foreign currency as well as providing employment opportunities
across the country.
The new joint venture company (“Myanmar Voyages”) will acquire 60% of the existing travel agency
business of Myanmar Voyage International Tourism Company Limited (“MVI”), which was founded
by the Myanmar Partners in 1996. MVI focuses on inbound tourism, serving tourists from markets
such as Spain, Scandinavia and Japan, as well as providing land excursion tour packages for cruise
liners calling at ports in Myanmar.
The intention is for Myanmar Voyages to build on the platform that MVI provides and establish or
acquire additional assets in the tourism sector including hotels, specialised tourist attractions and
restaurants.
Therefore, in addition to acquiring MVI, it is planned that Myanmar Voyages will also acquire from
the Myanmar Partners a hotel management agreement to run the Serenity Inle Resort, which
features bungalow villas on Inle Lake itself as well as villas and rooms on the famous lake shore. With
61 rooms in total, the hotel is located on the east of Inle Lake, just 30 minutes to the famous Phaung
Daw Oo Pagoda.
Additionally, Myanmar Voyages will also acquire a 30% stake in the company which operates the
“Mingalabar Balloon” in Kandawgyi Park, Yangon. This is a static helium balloon that provides
panoramic views of Yangon for tourists and domestic visitors. It is a unique feature of the Yangon

landscape and not dissimilar to the “London Eye” in terms of its attraction. There are plans to launch
similar static helium balloons in other major tourist cities in Myanmar.
This investment will be MIL’s fourth investment in Myanmar. The first three were in microfinance,
telecommunications towers and a pharmaceutical, health and beauty retail franchise. All four of
these investments are socially impactful investments bringing a wide range of benefits to the citizens
of Myanmar.
Aung Htun, MIL’s Managing Director said, “We are delighted to form this joint venture with such
knowledgeable partners who have such well-established track records. Myanmar Voyages provides
a solid foundation for MIL’s entry into the tourism sector in Myanmar. Compared to countries such
as Thailand and Cambodia, tourist arrivals into Myanmar are significantly below their potential,
especially given the range of tourist destinations and attractions which exist. As such, we believe that
tourism is a long-term growth sector and look forward to working with U Thet Lwin Toh and Daw
Lwin Lwin Kyaw to establish Myanmar Voyages as one of the leading tourism platforms in the
country.”
U Thet Lwin Toh, MVI’s Managing Director, said, “Through this partnership, we are aiming to help in
the development of the Myanmar tourism sector. Together, we hope to create a platform with strong
financial backing, sound management and advanced technology to take advantage of the rising and
expanding Myanmar tourism industry.”
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For more information about MIL and the Myanmar Voyages joint venture, please visit
www.myanmarinvestments.com
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